Two subgroups of a group G are called equivalent if there is an automorphism of G that maps one of the subgroups onto the other. Suppose that G is a /7-primary abelian group and that A is an ordinal. A subgroup H oî
exception. Thus the positive became accentuated, and interest was added to results in the direction of those of Cutler stated above.
In this paper we are able to improve Cutler's theorem in two ways. First, we generalize from the special ordinal w to an arbitrary ordinal X, but this requires replacing "G/pxG is />x+"-projective" by "there is a nice, /»"-bounded subgroup B/pxG of G/pxG where G/B is totally projective." The two statements are equivalent for X -w; in fact, the latter condition is the one actually used by Cutler in his proof. Nevertheless, to be precise we should say that we generalize the theorem logically equivalent to Cutler's obtained from it by replacing the first quotation above by the latter. Secondly, we strengthen even the generalized theorem by proving that two high subgroups H and K are more than isomorphic. They are equivalent! By this we mean that there is an automorphism of G that maps H onto K. Actually, a little more is true. What we prove is the following.
Theorem. Let H and K be px-high subgroups of the p-primary group G. Let n denote a nonnegative integer and suppose that the (X + m)-Ulm invariant of G is zero whenever 0 < m < n -1 ; the condition is satisfied vacuously if n < 1. Provided that G/B is totally projective for a p"-bounded and nice subgroup B/pKG of G/pxG, there exists an automorphism of G that leaves the elements of pxG fixed and maps H onto K.
Before we begin the formal proof of the theorem, we make some observations and prove an essential lemma. The vanishing of the initial Ulm invariants of pxG implies Proof. Set B0-(BC\H)@ pxG = (5 D K)@pxG. Since B D pxG, the isomorphism Tj maps B n H onto B O K. Let ir0 be the automorphism of B0 that agrees with 7) on B n H and is the identity on pxG. Note that 770 preserves heights in G; in fact, ir0(x) -x GpxG if x G B0 and tr0(x) -x -0 if x G pxG. Thus ir0 satisfies conditions (a)-(c). In order to demonstrate that tr0 can he extended not only to an automorphism it of B but to one that continues to preserve heights in G, we write the bounded /»-group B/B0 as a direct sum of cyclic groups. Let 5/i?0= 2 (bi + B0), iBI License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where o(b¡ + B0) = pm'. We know that mi < n for each i. Since B0 = (B D H) © //G, we can write pm'b¡ = Ä, + h»,, where h¡GBC\H and w, G/»XG. Since p"~r"lhi = 0, we know that /i, G K[p"~m-] ® pxG[p"~m'}. Thus /,, = y, + z" where y, G B n tfandz, GpKG[p"~m>] Gpm'(pxG) according to (1) . For each i, choose u¡ G pxG so that /»"''«, = z¡. Observe that tTc¡(h,) -y¡ -hí -pm'ut. Consider an extension tt: B -* B of 770: B0 >-» 50 defined by 7r(/>,) = b¡ -u,; more generally, 77 is defined by
if f, is an integer and a G B0. Since »(/»"'*,) = /»""ft, -h = (*, + w,) -z, = «bí^""*/)
shows that tr agrees with 770 on (b,)r\ B0, and since the generators {b¡}ie, are independent mod B0, it is routine to verify that tr is well defined. Since tr extends 770, and since 7t(j<) -x G pxG for all x G B, it is immediate that 77 preserves heights in G and is, in fact, an automorphism of B that satisfies conditions (a)-(c). Thus the Lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem. According to the Lemma, there is a height-preserving automorphism it of B that leaves pxG fixed and maps B Pi H onto B (1 K. We intend to extend 77 to an automorphism of G that maps H onto K.
Since Before we complete the proof of the theorem by showing that the desired local extension of 77 exists, one relevant, but side, remark is made. If it were not for condition (ii) it would follow at once from known results that the local extension is possible. In fact, the case where (ii) is deleted goes back to [4] . However, condition (ii) is the whole point of the present theorem. When we are finished, we want 77 to map H onto K. But even for the case at hand where (ii) is to be honored, there is a proof in the literature of a similar result for countable groups that will serve as a model for the present proof. Reference is made to the proof of Theorem 2 in [5]. We simply make the necessary and appropriate modifications and adjustments. The outline is the same. Let x G G. In order to show that 77 extends to a height-preserving isomorphism from (M, x) into G such that tt((M, jc) D H) -(AT, 77(jc)) n K, we may assume without loss of generality that px G M but jc G M. As usual, we choose jc (in the coset jc + M) proper with respect to M. Let h(x) denote the height of jc; all heights are computed in G. For simplicity of notation, set h(x) = a < X. It is essential that jc be proper with respect to M, but after that consideration, preference is given to h(px) > a + 1. Thus if there exists m G M n paG such that h(p(x + m)) > a + 1, and if h( px) = a + 1, the latter does not stand, but jc is replaced by jc + m. In other words, we choose jc so that h(px) > a + 1 if such a choice is possible among the proper elements of the coset x + M. Since this choice is not always available, there are two cases: h(px) = a + 1 and h(px) > a + 1. Each of these cases has three subcases: jc G H, x G H but x G (H, M), and xí(//,M).
In each of six (sub)cases, we seek a suitable element y upon which to map jc.
Case Yl.h(px)
= a + 1, x G H. Since -n(px) G/»°+lG n K = pa+iK, we choose y G K n paG = paK such that py = ir(px). In all six cases, we have chosen y so that x -* y extends 77 to an isomorphism (M, jc):-» (AT, y) that continues to preserve heights in G, and tt((M, jc) n H) -( A/', y)C\ K. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary
1. Let G be an abelian p-group such that G/p"G is /»"+1 -projective. Then any two high subgroup of G are equivalent.
2. Let G be an abelian p-group and let X denote an ordinal. If G/B is totally projective, where B D pxG D pB and B is nice in G. then any two px-high subgroups of G are equivalent.
3. Any two px-high subgroups of a totally projective group are equivalent.
A solution to the following problem may provide some additional insight into the long-standing question: when are all the high subgroups of a/»-group G isomorphic?
Problem. Find an example, if possible, of an abelian /»-group A of length X such that all /»A-high subgroups of G are isomorphic whenever G/pxG -A, but not equivalent.
